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The Elementia Chronicles
01: Quest for Justice Aug 19
2021 Dark forces are at work
on the Elementia server, and
when new players Stan, Kat
and Charlie arrive on the
scene, they quickly find
themselves in peril. Targeted
by more experienced players,
the noobs must band together
against the King, battle the
natural forces of the game, and
unravel the mysteries of
Elementia in the name of
justice.
Guinness Jan 12 2021 A
perfectly poured history of the
world's greatest beer. "Joseph
Conrad was wrong. The real
journey into the Heart of
Darkness is recounted within
the pages of Bill Yenne's fine
book. Guinness (the beer) is a
touchstone for brewers and
beer lovers the world over.
Guinness (the book) gives beer
enthusiasts all the information
and education necessary to
take beer culture out of the
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clutches of light lagers and
back into the dark ages.
Cheers!" -Sam Calagione,
owner, Dogfish Head Craft
Brewery and author of Brewing
Up a Business, Extreme
Brewing, and Beer or Wine?
"Marvelous! As Bill Yenne
embarks on his epic quest for
the perfect pint, he takes us
along on a magical tour into
the depths of all things
Guinness. Interweaving the
tales of the world's greatest
beer and the nation that
spawned it, Yenne introduces
us to a cast of characters
worthy of a dozen novels, a
brewery literally dripping with
history, and-of course-the oneand-only way to properly pour
a pint. You can taste the stout
porter on every page." -Dan
Roam, author of The Back of
the Napkin: Solving Problems
and Selling Ideas with Pictures
Rory, An Orca's Quest for the
Northern Lights Sep 19 2021
This little orca follows his big
dream of seeing the Northern
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Lights. Who will he meet along
the way? Rory the Orca heard
that there are beautiful lights
in the sky called the Northern
Lights. His friends and family
don't believe they exist because
none of them have seen it with
their own eyes. Determined to
prove them wrong, Rory sets
off on his own to make his
wishes come true. As he travels
north, he meets some unlikely
friends along the way. A
beautiful beluga, a sleepy polar
bear and a dancing fox. This
journey brings Rory the
unexpected gift of true
friendship. Will Rory's dream of
witnessing the magical
Northern Lights come true?
Rory the Orca is a
heartwarming children's book
written in rhyme. If you or your
child enjoy gorgeous animals,
ocean adventures and stories
about chasing your dreams,
then you'll love Sarah Cullen
and Carmen Ellis's tale of hope.
Quest for the Spark Aug 31
2022 As the evil Nacht spreads
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his darkness across the valley,
Tom and his friends, the Bone
family, desperately try to find
the Spark that will heal the
Dreaming and save the world.
Simultaneous.
Star Wars: the High
Republic Quest for the
Hidden City Apr 02 2020 The
New York Times best-selling
series continues.... For light
and life! A fun and actionpacked middle grade adventure
set in the world of the High
Republic, 150 years before the
storytelling of Phase I. Meet
hyperspace prospectors, bold
explorers, Jedi peacekeepers
and more! Don't miss these
other adventures of Star Wars:
The High Republic! A Test of
Courage by Justina Ireland,
Race to Crashpoint Tower by
Daniel José Older, and Mission
to Disaster by Justina Ireland.
Quest for the Keys Oct 01 2022
An exciting chapter book based
on the newest LEGO® property
launching in 2015 Readers will
be enchanted by this BrandNew chapter book with foil on
the cover based on the latest
LEGO® property launching in
2015!
Jake Atlas and the Quest for
the Crystal Mountain Jan 30
2020
The Quest for Character Aug
26 2019 What Socrates'
greatest failure reveals about
an ancient question: can we
teach our leaders to be better
people? Is good character
something that can be taught?
In 430 BCE, Socrates set out to
teach the vain, power-seeking
Athenian statesman Alcibiades
how to be a good person - and
failed spectacularly. Alcibiades
went on to beguile his city into
an idiotic war with Sparta, and
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all of Athens paid the price. In
The Quest for Character,
philosophy professor Massimo
Pigliucci tells this famous story
and asks what we can learn
from it. He blends ancient
sources with modern
interpretations to give a full
picture of the philosophy and
cultivation of character, virtue,
and personal excellence--what
the Greeks called arete. At
heart, The Quest for Character
isn't simply about what makes
a good leader. Drawing on
Socrates as well as his
followers among the Stoics,
this book gives us lessons
perhaps even more crucial:
how we can each lead excellent
lives. .
The Book Smugglers of
Timbuktu: The Quest for
this Storied City and the
Race to Save Its Treasures
Jul 26 2019 ‘An exemplary
work of investigative
journalism that is also a
wonderfully colourful book of
history and travel’ Observer,
Books of the Year ‘A piece of
postmodern historiography of
quite extraordinary
sophistication and ingenuity...
[written with] exceptional
delicacy and restraint’ TLS
Quest for the Lost Prince:
Introducing Samuel Morris
Sep 27 2019 QUEST FOR THE
LOST PRINCE, Introducing
Samuel Morris -- When the
dying Kru king offers a ransom
for his missing son, fourteenyear-old Jova determines to
find Prince Kaboo, no matter
what the danger. Without a
prince to take the old king's
place, his people will almost
surely be defeated by their
long-time enemies, the Grebos!
And as a former captive of the
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cruel Grebos, there is nothing
Jova fears more. But Jova has a
secret advantage over the
other young warriors who set
out on the dangerous quest-he
knows where to look for the
missing prince! Only Jova
followed Prince Kaboo when he
miraculously escaped the
Grebo village where they both
were held. And only Jova knows
the prince traveled to the
dreaded "white man's city"-a
place filled with people so
strange-looking Jova was too
fearful to enter. Now his search
must take him right to that
terrible place. What will he find
when he arrives? For six long
years, Jova has kept the secret.
...
Yoga and the Quest for the
True Self May 04 2020 More
than 100,000 copies sold!
Millions of Americans know
yoga as a superb form of
exercise and as a potent source
of calm in our stress-filled lives.
Far fewer are aware of the full
promise of yoga as a 4,000year-old practical path of
liberation—a path that fits the
needs of modern Western
seekers with startling
precision. Now Stephen Cope,
a Western-trained
psychotherapist who has lived
and taught for more than ten
years at the largest yoga center
in America, offers this
marvelously lively and
irreverent "pilgrim's progress"
for today's world. He
demystifies the philosophy,
psychology, and practice of
yoga, and shows how it applies
to our most human dilemmas:
from loss, disappointment, and
addiction, to the eternal
conflicts around sex and
relationship. And he shows us
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that in yoga, "liberation" does
not require us to leave our
everyday lives for some
transcendent spiritual
plane—life itself is the path.
Above all, Cope shows how
yoga can heal the suffering of
self-estrangement that
pervades our society, leading
us to a new sense of purpose
and to a deeper, more
satisfying life in the world.
Alexandria Nov 21 2021
The Cup of Destiny Jul 18 2021
Who is Parzival? In The Cup of
Destiny, Trevor Ravenscroft
sought to answer the many
questions posed by readers of
his enormously well-received
Spear of Destiny, and to
address a growing interest in
the spiritual significance of the
quest sagas of the Middle Ages.
The Quest for the Time Bird
Apr 26 2022 The world of
Akbar is in grave danger;
Ramor, the cursed god, is
about to be set free and spread
unending chaos! The witch
Mara can bind him to his
prison, a conch shell, but she
needs something special¡ the
legendary Time Bird. She
charges her daughter, Pelisse,
with enlisting the help of the
ageing warrior Bragon, and
together they set out on a
quest to save the world! But all
is not as it seems ¨C Bragon is
an old flame of Mara¡¯s and
Pelisse has never met her
father¡ With a fantastical twist,
The Quest of the Time Bird is
an epic journey through a
magical realm of monsters,
mysticism and mayhem.
Quest for Adventure Mar 02
2020 Examines the feats of
adventure and exploration that
take people to the most remote
and dangerous parts of the
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world, including the seas,
mountains and polar regions.
Why Study the Past? (new
Edition) Mar 14 2021 The old
saying about being condemned
to repeat the history we don't
know applies to Church history
as much as to anything else.
But we are often at a loss to
know how to approach it. Much
of what passed once for Church
history was propagandist; and
much of the best now written is
brilliantly done but apparently
detached from the Church's
present needs. We need a
theological approach to Church
history but not one that is just
partisan. In seeking to explore
this need, Rowan Williams
offers some reflection on how
we think about the past in
general - a complex issue in
today's culture. Emerging from
this is a sense of the
importance of Church history
as something that deepens our
present thinking and obliges us
to think with more varied and
resourceful analogies about our
present problems.
World of Zaylyn #1 Aug 07
2020 The World of Zaylyn is a
world of humans, elves,
dwarves, fairy folk, centaurs,
dragons, dragon-like
humanoids, orcs, goblins,
trolls, shape shifters, and many
others yet to be discovered.
With warriors, thieves, wizards,
treasure, magic, strange
creatures, danger, and
adventure, this world is never
dull. Evil, malicious creatures
have entered into this world to
do the bidding of an insane
wizard, but can he control
these beasts as he believes,
and for what purpose? As the
creatures slaughter his entire
village, Vordin, narrowly
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escapes. He's told that the evil
wizard has to be slain by the
Sword of Anthrowst in order to
send the creatures back to
where they came from. Two
thieves, an elf and her human
companion, join Vordin in the
quest as does an amateur
wizard. The mysterious being
they encounter, half human
and half spider, is she friend or
foe? Will they fall prey to the
horrid evil monsters, trapped in
a web of spells and ripped to
pieces by huge dagger-like
teeth and claws? How are they
to even find this sword,
wherever it may be, and the
wizard for whom they only
know a name? Encountering a
mischievous fairy queen and
her followers, vicious monsters,
giant spiders within ancient
underground passages, bounty
hunters after the two thieves,
plus so much more. Could
there be bandits within the
forest or a werewolf lurking
about as a few believe? Worst
of all, is the presence of a
mysterious and evil vampiric
being with immense power,
called simply The Black
Shadow. If he had a hand in
this group coming together,
what purpose does he intend
for them? He wants them to
complete their quest, saving
Zaylyn from the wizard and his
army of creatures, but why,
especially when he could easily
take care of the problem
himself?
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v
=59X2I-YyQH0
Book Of Vision Quest Mar 26
2022 Blending numerous
heritages, wisdoms, and
teachings, this powerfully
wrought book encourages
people to take charge of their
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lives, heal themselves, and
grow. Movingly rendered, The
Book of the Vision Quest is for
all who long for renewal and
personal transformation. In this
revised edition—with two new
chapters and added tales from
vision questers—Steven Foster
recounts his experiences
guiding contemporary seekers.
He recreates an ancient rite of
passage—that of “dying,”
“passing through,” and “being
reborn”—known as a vision
quest. A sacred ceremony that
culminates in a three-day,
three-night fast, alone, in a
place of natural power, the
vision quest is a mystical,
practical, and intensely
personal journey of selfknowledge.
Quest for the Past Dec 11
2020 Covering events from the
dawn of recorded history of
1500 A.D., this illustrated book
explores ancient civilizations to
solve mysteries, correct
erroneous beliefs, and reveal
remarkable accomplishments
of the past
Quest for the King Nov 02 2022
It was supposed to be a big
celebration. John McFarland
(uncle to Wesley, Kurt, Lisa
and Mary) and his long lost
Eleanor were getting married.
But a typhoon kept nearly
every one of their friends and
family from attending the
wedding ceremony in Hong
Kong. And by the time
everyone did arrive for the
reception at a downtown hotel,
John and Eleanor had
disappeared without a trace!
While their parents and the
Hong Kong authorities set
about searching for the missing
couple, Mary, Wesley, Kurt and
Lisa begin their own
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investigation. Convinced that
John and Eleanor have been
transported to the mystical
kingdom of Anthropos, the four
amateur sleuths hit a dead end.
How can they get to
Anthropos? And once they get
there, how will they know
where to look? As Book 5 in
John White's Archives of
Anthropos unfolds, the sleuths
are confronted with an even
bigger challenge than finding
Uncle John and Eleanor. In
Anthropos an evil sorcerer
plots the destruction of his
eternal enemy--a tiny infant
who (if he survives) is destined
to become King of Anthropos
and conqueror of Lord Lunacy.
Quest for the Well of Souls
Nov 29 2019 Imprisoned in
alien bodies, sentenced to
subhuman destinies, Mavra
Chang and her cohorts plotted
an impossible escape from a
world with no exits . . .
Brain Quest for the Car Feb
22 2022 Brain Quest just keeps
getting smarter! Brain Quest
For the Car has been
thoroughly updated with fresh
and appealing designs for the
cards and revised
content—that's hundreds of
brand-new questions. Drawn
from first-through sixth-grade
curricula, the material aligns
with state and national
standards and is vetted by an
award-winning teacher. For the
Car makes every trip—in a car,
bus, train, or plane—a learning
adventure with 1,100 questions
all about America, from the
O.K. Corral to Dr. Seuss, state
capitals to Mount Rushmore.
And it's better than ever. The
decks are no longer organized
by state, and the cards are
marked with letters and
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numbers to be used in backseat
games based on license plates,
I Spy, and more. Brain Quest
proves it's not just fun to be
smart—it's smart to be smart.
Pathfinder Adventure Path:
Broken Tusk Moon (Quest for
the Frozen Flame 1 Of 3) Oct
28 2019 For generations, the
Broken Tusk following has
roamed their small patch of the
Realm of the Mammoth Lords
in relative peace. Now, to avoid
annihilation from a maniacal
war horde, they must flee into
the unknown. If the Broken
Tusks are to survive their
flight, a team of their best
scouts will need to chart a safe
path through an unforgiving
wilderness. Along the way,
they'll uncover the mysteries of
a powerful artifact that
promises to change the course
of history. "Broken Tusk Moon"
is a Pathfinder adventure for
four 1st-level characters. This
adventure begins the Quest for
the Frozen Flame Adventure
Path, a three-part monthly
campaign in which the heroes
lead a band of nomadic huntergatherers across a brutal
primordial landscape. This
adventure also includes a
catalog of the characters' band,
the Broken Tusks; new spells,
feats, and items perfect for
trappers and foragers; and new
prehistoric creatures to
befriend or bedevil your
players. Each monthly full-color
softcover Pathfinder Adventure
Path volume contains an indepth adventure scenario, stats
for several new monsters, and
support articles meant to give
Game Masters additional
material to expand their
campaign. Pathfinder
Adventure Path volumes use
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the Open Game License and
work with both the Pathfinder
RPG and the world's oldest
fantasy RPG.
Quest for the Unity of
Knowledge May 28 2022 Is
unity of knowledge possible? Is
it desirable? Two rival visions
clash. One seeks a single way
of explaining everything known
and knowable about ourselves
and the universe. The other
champions diverse modes of
understanding served by
disparate kinds of evidence.
Contrary views pit science
against the arts and
humanities. Scientists
generally laud and seek
convergence. Artists and
humanists deplore
amalgamation as a threat to
humane values. These opposing
perspectives flamed into
hostility in the 1950s "Two
Cultures" clash. They culminate
today in new efforts to conjoin
insights into physical nature
and human culture, and new
fears lest such syntheses
submerge what the arts and
humanities most value. This
book, stemming from David
Lowenthal’s inaugural
Stockholm Archipelago
Lectures, explores the Two
Cultures quarrel’s underlying
ideologies. Lowenthal shows
how ingrained bias toward
unity or diversity shapes major
issues in education, religion,
genetics, race relations,
heritage governance, and
environmental policy. Aimed at
a general academic audience,
Quest for the Unity of
Knowledge especially targets
those in conservation, ecology,
history of ideas, museology,
and heritage studies.
Atlantis Jun 04 2020 A
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fantastic activity book for fans
of LEGO Atlantis complete with
a LEGO Atlantis mini figurine.
Down in the murky ocean
depths, there are fierce
creatures guarding
unimaginable treasures. Build
your Shark Warrior, read all
about the world of Atlantis and
then tackle the treacherous
missions, coming face-to-face
with the terrifying guardians,
in this awesome LEGO
adventure activity book.
Quest for the Future Jul 06
2020 Worlds of differing
probabilities and the constant
search for immortality are the
twin themes of this mindtoppling story. Expanding the
enigmas of time, Van Vogt
carries the reader to the
furthermost edges of past and
future and outwards to a place
where time loses all meaning.
Mysticons: Quest for the
Codex Jul 30 2022 This junior
novelization retells storylines
from many episodes of the hit
new show Mysticons! In Drake
City, where magic and
technology meet, four girls are
brought together by an ancient
prophecy. Princess Arkayna,
her friend Em, and street kids
Zarya and Piper are
transformed into the
Mysticons—heroes with
incredible magic powers. But to
unlock their full abilities—and
save Arkayna's parents, the
queen and king—the Mysticons
must find the Codex. An
ancient spellbook with the
power to fight evil, the Codex
was split into four pieces, each
hidden away with riddles and
puzzles as the only clues. The
Mysticons must hurry; forces of
evil want the Codex
themselves—and they'll be able
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to use its powers to destroy
Drake City and anyone who
would stop them. Based on the
animated television series,
Mysticons: Quest for the Codex
includes an 8-page color insert
with artwork from the show!
Mysticons characters, designs,
and elements © 2018 Nelvana
Limited. Mysticons is a
trademark of Nelvana Limited.
All rights reserved. An Imprint
Book
Quest for the Faradawn May
16 2021
Quest for the Best Jan 24
2022 "Quest for the Best is not
just a nostalgic look, however,
at the age of handcrafted
elegance. Marcus gives good
advice on how consumers can
educate themselves about the
best, demand it, and get it. He
describes his own experiences
with the best in chapters such
as "The Things You Love to
Touch" and "Bed and Board."
Witty, urbane, but always
accessible, Marcus is a joy to
read."--BOOK JACKET.
Quest for the Heart (Disney
Moana) Dec 23 2021 Walt
Disney Animation Studios'
Moana is a sweeping, CGanimated comedy-adventure
about a spirited teenager on an
impossible mission to fulfill her
ancestors' quest. In the ancient
South Pacific world of Oceania,
Moana, a born navigator, sets
sail in search of a fabled island.
During her incredible journey,
she teams up with her hero, the
legendary demi-god Maui, to
traverse the open ocean on an
action-packed voyage. They
encounter enormous sea
creatures, breathtaking
underworlds, and ancient
folklore. This Step 3 Step into
Reading leveled reader based
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on the film features a shiny
cover and collector cards.
Perfect for children ages 4 to 6.
Step 3 readers feature
engaging characters in easy-tofollow plots about popular
topics. For children who are
ready to read on their own.
Quest for Wisdom Apr 14 2021
This wide-ranging volume of
essays brings a contemporary
perspective to the timeless
questions concerned with the
nature of life and death,
meaning and purpose, and how
we can live more harmoniously
together, issues with which all
thinking people are concerned
and engaged.
Carp Jun 16 2021
The Quest for the Historical
Israel Oct 21 2021 Paperback
edition is available from the
Society of Biblical Literature
(www.sbl-site.org)
The Quest for El Cid Jun 24
2019 Rodrigo Díaz, the
legendary warrior-knight of
eleventh-century Castile known
as El Cid, is still honored in
Spain as a national hero for
liberating the fatherland from
the occupying Moors. Yet, as
this book reveals, there are
many contradictions between
eleventh-century reality and
the mythology that developed
later. By placing El Cid in a
fresh, historical context,
Fletcher shows us an
adventurous soldier of fortune
who was of a type, one of a
number of "cids," or "bosses,"
who flourished in eleventhcentury Spain. But the El Cid of
legend--the national hero -- was
unique in stature even in his
lifetime. Before his death El
Cid was already celebrated in a
poem; posthumously he was
immortalized in the great epic
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Poema de Mío Cid. When he
died in Valencia in 1099, he
was ruler of an independent
principality he had carved for
himself in Eastern Spain.
Rather than the zealous
Christian leader many believe
him to have been, Rodrigo
emerges in Fletcher's study as
a mercenary equally at home in
the feudal kingdoms of
northern Spain and the exotic
Moorish lands of the south,
selling his martial skills to
Christian and Muslim alike.
Indeed, his very title derives
from the Arabic word sayyid,
meaning 'lord' or 'master.' And
as there was little if any sense
of Spanish nationhood in the
eleventh century, he can hardly
be credited for uniting a
medieval Spanish nation. This
ground-breaking inquiry into
the life and times of El Cid
disentangles fact from myth to
create a striking portrait of an
extraordinary man, clearly
showing how and why legend
transformed him into
something he was not during
his lifetime.--From publisher
description.
The Quest for the Cure Nov
09 2020 A leading researcher
in chemical biology offers a
behind-the-scenes tour of
today's medical innovations,
tracing key 20th-century
pharmacological milestones
while profiling sophisticated,
emerging approaches to drug
design that may enable
breakthrough treatments for
seemingly incurable diseases.
Quest for the Past Sep 07
2020
The Searchers Jun 28 2022
**Selected as a Book of the
Year by the Spectator and the
Daily Telegraph**'Fascinating
6/7

... carefully researched and
beautifully written' DAVID
DIMBLEBY'Utterly riveting'
SUNDAY TELEGRAPH'RobertSackville West writes tenderly
about death and remembrance'
GERARD DEGROOT, THE
TIMES______________________By
the end of the First World War,
the whereabouts of more than
half a million British soldiers
were unknown. Most were
presumed dead, lost forever
under the battlefields of
northern France and
Flanders.In The Searchers,
Robert Sackville-West brings
together the extraordinary,
moving accounts of those who
dedicated their lives to the
search for the missing. These
stories reveal the remarkable
lengths to which people will go
to give meaning to their loss:
Rudyard Kipling's quest for his
son's grave; E.M. Forster's
conversations with traumatised
soldiers in hospital in
Alexandria; desperate attempts
to communicate with the spirits
of the dead; the campaign to
establish the Tomb of the
Unknown Warrior; and the
exhumation and reburial in
military cemeteries of
hundreds of thousands of
bodies. It was a search that
would span a century: from the
department set up to
investigate the fate of missing
comrades in the war's
aftermath, to the present day,
when DNA profiling continues
to aid efforts to recover,
identify and honour these men.
As the rest of the country found
ways to repair and move on,
countless families were
consumed by this mission,
undertaking arduous, often
hopeless, journeys to discover
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what happened to their
husbands, brothers and sons.
Giving prominence to the deep,
personal battles of those left
behind, The Searchers brings
the legacy of war vividly to life
in a testament to the bravery,
compassion and resilience of
the human spirit. 'Remarkable'
JOHN CAREY, SUNDAY
TIMES'This is an outstanding
book' LITERARY
REVIEW'Deeply moving' DAILY
MAIL
Fingerprints of the Gods Dec
31 2019 Could the story of
mankind be far older than we
have previously believed?
Using tools as varied as
archaeo-astronomy, geology,
and computer analysis of
ancient myths, Graham
Hancock presents a compelling
case to suggest that it is. In
Fingerprints of the Gods,
Hancock embarks on a
worldwide quest to put
together all the pieces of the
vast and fascinating jigsaw of
mankind's hidden past. In
ancient monuments as far apart
as Egypt's Great Sphinx, the
strange Andean ruins of
Tiahuanaco, and Mexico's aweinspiring Temples of the Sun
and Moon, he reveals not only
the clear fingerprints of an asyet-unidentified civilization of
remote antiquity, but also
startling evidence of its vast
sophistication, technological
advancement, and evolved
scientific knowledge. A recordbreaking #1 bestseller in
Britain, Fingerprints of the
Gods contains the makings of
an intellectual revolution, a
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dramatic and irreversible
change in the way that we
understand out past—and so
our future. And Fingerprints of
the Gods tells us something
more. As we recover the truth
about prehistory, and discover
the real meaning of ancient
myths and monuments, it
becomes apparent that a
warning has been handed down
to us, a warning of terrible
cataclysm that afflicts the
Earth in great cycles at
irregular intervals of time—a
cataclysm that may be about to
recur.
The Quest for the Diamond
Sword Feb 10 2021 Steve is
happy living on his wheat farm
where he has everything he
could need. If he doesn't have
something he can visit the
village to trade his wheat. But
on one village visit he finds
there's been a devastating
Zombie siege, so, to protect
himself and the remaining
villagers Steve must go on a
quest to mine for forty
diamonds to craft into a
diamond sword to shield the
village from the Zombies. On
his quest he meets a trio of
treasure hunters who are eager
to join Steve on his quest.
Facing treacherous mining
conditions, a thunderstorm and
attacks from hostile mobs,
these four friends soon begin to
question if it's better to be a
single player than a
multiplayer. Will Steve find the
diamonds? Should he trust his
new friends or will they help
his quest? And will he get back
in time to save the villagers?
Ninety Degrees North Oct 09
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2020 The author of Barrow’s
Boys offers a fascinating look
at the exploration of the Arctic
in the nineteenth century.
Named a Best Book of the Year
by the New York Times Book
Review, the Seattle Times,
Publishers Weekly, and Time In
the nineteenth century,
theories about the North Pole
ran rampant. Was it an open
sea? Was it a portal to new
worlds within the globe? Or
was it just a wilderness of ice?
When Sir John Franklin
disappeared in the Arctic in
1845, explorers decided it was
time to find out. In scintillating
detail, Ninety Degrees North
tells of the vying governments
(including the United States,
Great Britain, Germany, and
Austria-Hungary) and fantastic
eccentrics (from Swedish
balloonists to Italian
aristocrats) who, despite their
heroic failures, often achieved
massive celebrity as they
battled shipwreck, starvation,
and sickness to reach the top of
the world. Drawing on
unpublished archives and longforgotten journals, Fergus
Fleming recounts this riveting
saga of humankind’s search for
the ultimate goal with
consummate craftsmanship and
wit. “Barely a page goes by
without the loss of a crew
member or a body part . . .
Fleming [is] a marvelous teller
of tales—and a superb
thumbnail biographer.” —The
Observer “A fable of men
driven to extremes by the lust
for knowledge as epic as a
Greek myth.” —Time
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